
   
 

Class 2 

Super Sentence: 

I’m delighted today because the kind, young lady next door admired my new 

hairstyle and she made me feel beautiful. 

Explain why it’s great: 

I have chosen my words carefully for effect and have used conjunctions to extend my ideas.  

There are many more words you use can use to explain better how you feel. Good and bad, happy and sad are not always the most ffective.   

If you choose your words carefully by naming the feeling , it can help you to describe exactly how you feel . 

I chose the word  ‘delighted ’ because I wanted the reader to know how happy I am. Cheerful didn’t seem happy enough.  I’m cheerful when 

I walk in the sunshine -  I am happier than that.  Excited seemed to make me sound too happy and when I’m excited I’m usually waiting for 

something to happen, and I didn’t know that the lady next door was going to notice my new hairstyle. ‘Delighted’ seemed just right. as  I can 

imagine that my face lit up with a smile when she said she liked my hair.( Lit up – deLIGHTed – get it?) 

I didn’t just say how I felt.  I said why I felt that way.  I used the conjunction ‘because’ to help me to do this. 

I was very precise and described exactly who liked my hair – the lady next door,  and I described her using adjectives so that you would know 

what she was like.  I chose kind, which tells you that I think she’s nice and you will know that she usually  does  and says nice things .  I also 

told you she was young.  I extended my sentence even more using the conjunction ‘and’ to give you another reason why I was delighted  - 

that was because she made feel beautiful.  I could have used the word nice or pretty here but beautiful is how you describe very,  very,  

pretty women so I chose that because I now feel  really pretty with my new hairstyle. 

Did you notice that I didn’t use the word liked in my super sentence?  I used the word admired, which means the same but it’s a much more 

adventurous word choice .Also, when someone admires something of yours it usually means that they like it so much they want it too. 

Imagine the young lady next door liking my hair that much that she starts to do her hair the same way as me ! 

 

 Let’s see your attempt: 

Can you change my sentence and make me feel the opposite of delighted?  I want the lady next door  to make me feel really bad now. 

Can you write a sentence like mine and have the lady next door see my new hairstyle, but his time she doesn’t like it? What does she do instead of 

admiring it and how does that make me feel? 

Today I’m _______________ because the _____________, ____________ lady next door spotted my new 

hairstyle and  _______________________________________________________________________.   

She’s made me feel______________________.  
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